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	For you

	

  




For You
Enjoy faster, friction-free experiences at airports, arenas, and everywhere in between.
learn more




CLEAR Plus


RESERVE


Where to use CLEAR


Support and FAQs
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For Your Business
Clear Verified is the universal identity platform powering trusted experiences.
learn more




Identity Platform


Healthcare


Financial Services


Resources


Developer Resources
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Who We Are
We’re an identity company that makes experiences safer and easier wherever you live, work, and travel.
learn more




Careers


Privacy Commitment


Investor Relations





Newsroom





Blog
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Sign in
get clear plusIdentity for Business

Sign in

get clear plus







Identity for Business









CLEAR Digital Identity Verification

CLEAR MEANS GO

watch full video

Enroll now
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Move freely through your world

because you are you



For You
Discover CLEAR Plus and our friction-free experiences beyond the airport.
Enroll now


For Your Business
Learn more about CLEAR Verified, the universal identity platform powering trusted experiences.
get a demo



MAKE JOURNEYS
joyful
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Speed through the

airport


speed through the

airport
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check into your

hotel
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get your

car
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get into the

stadium
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See what CLEAR can do
For You
Enjoy faster entry at 55+ airports nationwide with CLEAR Plus, and discover more ways to make daily life safer and easier.
learn more
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MAKE EXPERIENCES
effortless
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Replace the clipboard
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Build user trust

online
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Delight your guests

hospitality
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eliminate the clipboard

healthcare




healthcare




Discover what CLEAR can power
For Your Business
Deliver friction-free customer experiences across your digital and physical ecosystems, from account creation to age verification to credentialing and more.
learn more
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Scan to download app
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download on the app store





Get it on Google Play
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